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Cannabis is getting more traction around the world as it is
being legalized in more countries. This momentum is driven
by the increased amount of research documenting the
legitimacy of the medicinal and therapeutic application of the
product. The cannabis industry has been growing,
experiencing an unprecedented and staggering growth during
the covid-19 pandemic with a 50.2% surge. 

The market is expected to grow at a CAGR of 32.04% over
the period 2021-2028 . This sudden growth is directly
correlated to the increase in the market demand as countries
legalize the consumption of cannabis products for recreational
and medical purposes. The diagram below highlights the
growth in the size of the cannabis industry over the past
years and a projection of the future.

With a population size of 335 million people and 38 million
people in both The United States and Canada respectively,
these 2 markets will have a potential cannabis market size of
$107 billion despite it not being legalized in all the states in
the US. This demonstrates that this is an industry with
massive growth potential.

THE GLOBAL CANNABIS
INDUSTRY 
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As from the 9th of June 2022, people in Thailand have been allowed to grow cannabis at
home and sell the crop to others as the country removed marijuana from its banned
narcotics list. Thailand has legalized the use of medical cannabis back in 2018 making it
the trendsetter in South East Asia, a region which is well known for its stringent drug
laws.

The legalization of the use and growth of cannabis is expected to have a positive impact
on the Thai economy with the government hoping that the local cannabis trade will boost
agriculture and tourism. In order to promote the change, the government even gave away
one million cannabis seedlings to its population.

The Thai government has seen the massive potential in this lucrative market.The
legalization of the use of cannabis is an attempt for the government to get a head start
on its neighbors in getting a bigger slice of the market for health treatments using
cannabis derivatives. There are already hundreds of businesses in Thailand offering a
wide range of cannabis products with even restaurants putting the leaves in Thai curries.
There is a positive feeling surrounding the sales of cannabis amongst people in Thailand. 

Thailand has a population of 69 million inhabitants and welcomes more than 40 million
tourists every year. With a per capita spending of $179 on cannabis, Thailand’s cannabis
industry has a market potential worth USD 12.5 Billion . This represents a massive
investment opportunity.

CANNABIS IN THAILAND



WHO ARE WE?

The HIGH team consists of developers, marketers and master growers who have
massive experience in the cryptocurrency and cannabis industry. The team is
equipped with the necessary skills and knowledge ensuring that there is constant
development and progress within the HIGH ecosystem. 

Our team members are located in the USA and in SouthEast Asia. The core team
has been specialising in the vertical farming of medical grade cannabis in the USA
and has moved to Thailand to carry out joint ventures with farmers and local
investors to engage in the cultivation of cannabis. Our team lays heavy emphasis on
providing quality development work while also ensuring that we are providing
AAAA+ quality cannabis .



The HIGH ecosystem comprises multiple independent profitable cannabis-
related businesses with its main focus being on medical grade cannabis

farming and the franchising of cannabis. The ecosystem provides an end to
end structure starting with the cultivation of cannabis both in greenhouses

and outdoors while providing a market for distribution through the cannabis
clinic franchise - Herbidus Medical and Wellness Center .

 
 The ecosystem also includes an e-commerce marketplace to allow
consumers to purchase medical grade cannabis and by-products of

Cannabis for their use. The HIGH ecosystem aims at making a change
through its inclusive supply chain model that ensures that the end user is

provided with added value at each stage of the chain. The ecosystem
comprises real businesses with real operations and encompasses the $HIGH
token at its heart in order to create an investment avenue for investors both

abroad and in Thailand. 
 

In order to reward investors for their investment in the $HIGH token, 10%
of the profit of the ecosystem will be used to buy back and burn the

$HIGH token thereby reducing the circulating supply of the token and
driving the price up.

ECOSYSTEM
CREAT ING  AN 



CREATING AN 
ECOSYSTEM

The ecosystem caters for both the cultivation and the commercialisation of cannabis
with heavy emphasis on the cannabis farms and the Herbidus Medical and Wellness
Center . These 2 core players ensure that there is both the supply of medical grade

cannabis while ensuring that a market is available for its sales. The HIGH ecosystem
caters for all: it aims at filling the gap in the market by opening the Herbidus Medical

and Wellness Center franchises at different locations in Thailand in order to
streamline licensing and smoothen the dispensary bottleneck in the country. Currently

there is a need for at least 8500 dispensaries .
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Supply chain integration

Supplier relationship

The team and the ecosystem optimize on the pillars of an efficient
supply chain: 

The ecosystem comprises partnerships with key stakeholders in
the cultivation and distribution of cannabis. The stakeholders are
intertwined in such a way that the proper functioning of the
ecosystem necessitates that the collective performance of the
assembly of businesses is optimized. While the farms stress on the
vertical farming of medical grade cannabis, the franchise focuses
on the adequate distribution of the products through multiple
channels. The supply chain comprises 20 franchises and more
than 450 distributors . This fully integral supply chain comprises
the farms, franchises, the HIGH brand, more than 450
distributors and an e-commerce platform to allow for the proper
functioning of the supply chain

The partnerships that bind the cannabis farm, the HIGH token
entity and the franchisors ensure that there is an adequate supply
of medical grade cannabis on the market. The ecosystem thrives
on collective performance of all.

The HIGH Ecosystem is committed to the provision of financial
benefits with increased supply chain visibility and efficiency. The
ecosystem created by the team by involving multiple stakeholders
ensures that there is an efficient performance of the supply chain. 

TH E  H IG H  S U PPL Y
C H A IN  A N D  B U S IN ESS
M O D E L



TH E  H IG H  S U PPL Y
C H A IN  A N D  B U S IN ESS
M O D E L

Customer relationship

Customer service management 

Information sharing 

Responsiveness

The Herbidus Medical and Wellness Center ensures that there is
an appropriate customer relationship management by ensuring
that medical grade cannabis is provided to them and at a
competitive price through the use of a vertical set up. The
ecosystem is here to create an experience for its customers.

The Herbidus Medical and Wellness Center ensures that
customers are provided with the best treatment and telemedicine
services. These contribute towards efficient customer service
management.

Master growers have been flown in from the US to ensure that
the best grade cannabis is grown through the HIGH ecosystem.
Other than that, the strains cultivated have been genetically
engineered to create hybrids. The farming process is carried out in
a scientific way to provide a premium harvest.

The HIGH ecosystem has been designed to ensure that decisions
are made in a timely manner for the proper functioning of the
ecosystem. All stakeholders are binded and the use of proven
technologies and SOPs contribute towards the ecosystem reacting
in a highly responsive manner.



Through its wholesome approach to cannabis production and the
application of vertical farming techniques, the HIGH ecosystem is
creating the cannabis experience - an end to end process -
delivering a complete functional solution to the cannabis industry.

The HIGH ecosystem has engaged the best in order to create the
HIGH experience. The team works closely with well-known
cannabis companies in order to import premium cannabis seeds
from the US and Canada. Master growers from the US have
landed in Thailand in order to put in place standard operating
procedures to guarantee a medical grade harvest. The HIGH
ecosystem thrives on its ability to provide quality output. The
products from each farm go through a quality assurance process
and each farm is certified. These demarcate HIGH products from
the rest.

The HIGH ecosystem has already started operations with the
setting up of joint ventures with 5 farms each with the capacity
of producing a yearly harvest of 2.4 tons of cannabis per acre of
land.

03CREATING AN ECOSYSTEM $HIGH



LOCATION OF FARMS

The farms will be set up in:
a.   The Petchkasem Farm, Bangkok, Thailand
b.   The Phatumthani Farm, Bangkok, Thailand
c.   The Khonkaen Farm, Khonkaen, Thailand
d.   The Rangsit Farm, Bangkok, Thailand
e.   The Rangsit Farm (Branch 2), Bangkok, Thailand



The ecosystem has as goal to scale up to 10 farms by 2023. 4 farms
are currently in operations with 1 more farm which is expected to
be in operation this year in Rangsit (Branch 2). The team has
already acquired 1 land in Korat, Thailand, for the purpose of
medical grade cannabis farming in 2024. This gradual expansion
will generate a tremendous amount of revenue and coupled with
the benefit economies of scale as the ecosystem expands, will
guarantee a high level of return for investors. In order to achieve its
vision of creating the HIGH experience, the HIGH ecosystem will
also be rolling out its community programme. The HIGH experience
is about inclusion and elevating the living standards of everyone.
Through the HIGH community programme, the HIGH team will be
distributing cannabis seeds and educating small farmers about the
SOPs for the farming of cannabis. This initiative aims at creating a
greater good for the farming community.

The HIGH ecosystem caters for an end to end process. The
ecosystem has a strong relationship with 450 distributors and
merchants ensuring that adequate distribution channels are
available. The Herbidus Medical and Wellness Center model
provides the necessary exposure to the market. The ecosystem has
as a target to set 20 medical and wellness centers in 2023 and this
will be scaled up to 50  medical and wellness centers by 2024,
thereby reinforcing the powerful network of the HIGH ecosystem.
The core stakeholders of the ecosystem are outlined below.

03CREATING AN ECOSYSTEM $HIGH



Oreo Cookie
Pink Runts
Candy Breath
Venom OG.

In order to promote the growth of Cannabis, the HIGH ecosystem will
be farming for cannabis on multiple farming lands. The initial phase of
the project will consist of the seeding and farming of cannabis on 5
farms of a size of 2 acres each, with a time to market of 15 weeks .
The quality assurance of the HIGH farms are backed by expert master
growers who have flown from the US and Canada for the sole
purpose of developing this industry in Thailand. With their expertise,
premium medical grade cannabis strains can be grown in greenhouses
creating a controlled environment and allowing all-year round
operations for a premium grade harvest. 

The in-house master growers are able to grow more than 50 different
strains and are able to carry out harvesting on a higher frequency of
three times a year . The strains that are currently being cultivated are
as follows:

1.
2.
3.
4.

03CREATING AN ECOSYSTEM $HIGH

1. CANNABIS FARMING 



The Rangsit Farm  The Khonkaen Farm

The Rangsit Farm (Branch 2)The Phatumthani Farm

The Petchkasem Farm
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Cancer
Parkinsons
Alzheimers
Diabetes
Migraine
Thyroid

The Herbidus Medical and Wellness Center is a franchise with multiple clinics
involved in the sale of cannabis edibles and other products. The centers will
be guided by the professional expertise of Dr. Erik Fleischman . 

Dr. Erik Fleischman has been a licensed California physician since 1988. After
a brief period of training in General Surgery he completed residency training
in Oncology in Southern California and Oncology fellowship training in
Rotterdam, The Netherlands. 

Dr. Erik Fleischman is currently the International Medical Director of
Bumrungrad International Hospital in Bangkok, Thailand. Bumrungrad
Hospital was recently ranked as the ninth best international hospital in the
world treating 1.2 million patients per year with 50% of the patients coming
to Thailand from abroad for treatment . 

Through the Herbidus Medical and Wellness Center, medical grade cannabis
will be used to address multiple health and wellness concerns. The solutions
include a treatment for:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The above list is not exhaustive. The center has an ultimate goal to increase
the lifespan of its customers. The doctors at the centers and through the
telemedicine services will customize the programme of each client to health
optimize on their wellness experience. Diet plans coupled with exercise plans
and their treatment plan will be customized for each client.

2. HERBIDUS MEDICAL AND
WELLNESS CENTER
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The Franchise will be expanding through the HIGH ecosystem by onboarding
multiple franchisees across Thailand. Herbidus Medical and Wellness Center
will be franchising franchisee rights to vendors around the country enabling
the former to be able to carry commercial activities. Franchising operations
solve the dispensary bottleneck that many newly cannabis legalized countries
face. 

There is currently a shortfall of 8500 licensed dispensaries in Thailand. By
becoming a franchisee, entities will be able to legally distribute cannabis
products in Thailand. It provides credibility and legitimacy to the entity by
operating under the Herbidus Medical and Wellness Center franchise.This
bottleneck will be solved through the franchising mechanism of the Herbidus
Medical and Wellness Center franchise. 

In order to become a franchisee, entities simply need to pay $28 000 and
clear the KYC process. 

2. HERBIDUS MEDICAL AND
WELLNESS CENTER



03

The HIGH ecosystem is about creating a better good. The ecosystem
aims at making a positive change in the world. Making a positive
change begins with empowering people. 

To achieve this the HIGH team will be providing cannabis seeds and
expertise to farmers against a small fee of $1400 . Seminars will be
held for farmers to learn from the experts and they will receive the
cannabis seeds for farming on their farms. 

The cannabis harvested can then be sold to the HIGH ecosystem
cannabis company thereby providing a market for the small scale
farmers. This initiative aims at empowering individuals with lower
income threshold, giving them the boost towards financial
independence. .

03CREATING AN ECOSYSTEM $HIGH

3. CONTRACT FARMING
PROGRAMME
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The HIGH brand is the official brand of the HIGH ecosystem. Products
including cannabis flowers, and by products including edibles, oils and

others will be labeled HIGH . The HIGH brand will be responsible for the
sale of premium grade cannabis products. These products are grown in

temperature controlled rooms and are under the close supervision of
master growers with years of experience in the space. 

 
HIGH brand products go through a long quality control process in order

to maintain its reputation in the market. 

4. HIGH BRAND



5. HIGH
DISTRIBUTORS

REALLYGREATS ITE .COM

HIGH distributors are official distributors of the HIGH brand and are
important for the proper functioning of the ecosystem. HIGH distributors

are licensed and have free access to the Herbidus Labs platform .
Becoming a HIGH distributor is a privilege. Distributors have access to
premium cannabis products at a competitive price. Their branding is

supported by the HIGH ecosystem and are provided with a guaranteed
supply of premium grade cannabis. They are able to access strains that

are limited only to HIGH distributors in Thailand. 
 

In order to become a distributor, merchants need to complete the KYC
process and to lock $1500 worth of $HIGH tokens in the HIGH

ecosystem.

CREATING AN ECOSYSTEM $HIGH



The Herbidus Labs is an e-commerce platform that allows consumers to
purchase cannabis,by-products of Cannabis for their use and to have access
to the wellness programme of the Herbidus Medical and Wellness Center. 

The Herbidus Labs is a product of the HIGH ecosystem. 

The platform services the regulated purchase of cannabis online and will host
different cannabis products to be shipped in Thailand and to other cannabis
legalized countries or states in the world. 

The platform will be accepting payment in both fiat and crypto. NFT holders
will have access to a 20% discount for all purchases that they make on the

Herbidus Labs. 

The minimum holding required to access this perk will be announced once the
platform becomes operational.

CREATING AN ECOSYSTEM $HIGH

6. HERBIDUS LABS PLATFORM
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7. HEALTH CONCIERGE

The Health Concierge will help in educating members on the benefits of cannabis in
terms of aiding with weight loss, a catalyst for anti aging, treatment for cancer and
thyroid-related diseases and boosting the sex performance amongst others. 

The society will also provide free access to telemedicine services to its holders under
the guidance of Dr. Erik Fleischman . Through the telemedicine services, users will be
able to undergo their cannabis treatment without leaving their place. 

Holders of the Health Concierge NFTs will be able to benefit from discounts when
using the services of the Health Concierge.
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Sale of Cannabis flowers
Sale of Cannabis products and Wellness programmes
Herbidus Labs Revenue
Merchandise sale

The HIGH ecosystem will generate revenue from multiple sources
with its main revenue generation channel being through the sale
of cannabis from the farms and from the sale of cannabis
products through the Herbidus Medical and Wellness Center
franchise to the public. The multiple channels of revenue are:

The multiple channels of revenue are:

REVENUE GENERATION



SALE  OF  CANNAB I S  FLOWERS

Revenue will be generated from the sale of cannabis harvests from the farm to
the cannabis farming company at a discounted price. Revenue from the sale will
be used to cover for the costs of cannabis cultivation and any miscellaneous
expenses. Profit from the farms will then be distributed to investors at a 35%
APY in HIGH token. Investment in cannabis can be made through the Cannabis
Farm NFTs. 

10% of the profit from cannabis farming will also be contributed towards the
total profit of the ecosystem and will be used to buy back and burn $HIGH.

SALE  OF  CANNAB I S  P RODUCTS  AND
WELLNESS  P ROGRAMMES

The ecosystem will also be reaping revenue from the sale of cannabis through the
franchise. The franchise will be responsible for licensing merchants and providing
them with the products they need in their shops. Investment in the franchise can
be made through the Herbidus Wellness Dispensary NFTs at a 25% APY in
HIGH token. 

Remaining profit from the Herbidus Medical and Wellness Center franchise will
go towards the ecosystem and 10% will be used to buy back and burn $HIGH.

CREATING AN ECOSYSTEM $HIGH

REVENUE GENERATION
The multiple channels of revenue are:
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HERB IDUS  LABS  REVENUE

The Herbidus Labs will aid in the distribution of medical grade cannabis
and wellness programmes to end users. 

Revenue from sale on the Herbidus Labs will be accounted for in the
revenue of the ecosystem and 10% of the profit will be used to buy back
and burn $HIGH. 

REVENUE GENERATION
The multiple channels of revenue are:

MERCHAND ISE  SALE

The $HIGH brand will be having exclusive merchandise which will only be
accessible to holders of the HIGH token. In order to have access to the
merchandise, holders of $HIGH will need to whitelist themselves. 

Post whitelisting, they will be able to acquire the much prized merchandise
of the ecosystem.



HIGH Token ($HIGH) is a BEP-20 token and is the utility
token of the HIGH ecosystem. The token derives value from
the profitability of the ecosystem and the power of the
community.

$HIGH is the main utility token of the $HIGH ecosystem. The
token serves specific actions in the network. Since $HIGH is a
utility token it is not a mineable cryptocurrency. It has been
pre-mined upon its creation and is distributed in a manner
described by the team in the tokenomics section.

ABOUT HIGH
TOKEN

H I G H  T O K E N  ( $ H I G H )

REALLYGREATS ITE .COM



ABOUT THE
TOKEN

Binance Smart Chain functions as a blockchain network that leverages
the high functionality of the Binance Chain while incorporating smart
contracts in its ecosystem. Being compatible with the Ethereum Virtual
Machine, it easily launches DApps and Ethereum tools, making it
possible for developers to port their projects with Ethereum to the
Binance Smart Chain without any difficulty. The cross-compatibility
feature between the Binance Smart Chain and the Binance Chain
provides a means through which users can transfer assets from one
blockchain to another, thus enabling speedy trading capabilities with
the smart contract functionality. In essence, users can trade on Binance
Chain while still building decentralized apps on the blockchain.
Amongst others, the Binance Smart Chain is particularly known for its
cross-chain asset transfers and EVM compatibility, five-second block
time, and Proof of Stake Authority consensus protocol to ensure
scalability. 

It uses a mixture of Proof of Stake and Proof of Authority Models -
the Proof of Stake Authority Consensus Algorithm, thus providing
more inclusive chain management. 

HIGH Token ($HIGH) utilizes the Binance Smart Chain to enhance
easy trading on the exchange. Traders can interact with various
compatible tokens without destabilizing the activities in the network. 

B I N A N C E  S M A R T  C H A I N

REALLYGREATS ITE .COM



HIGH Token ($HIGH) token is a BEP-20 token standard on the
Binance Smart Chain. Just like the ERC-20 token standard, BEP-20
allows any individual to use tokens in the Binance Smart Chain. 

As a contract-compatible token, BEP-20 has basic functionalities,
including token transfer, balance return and token viewing possession.
Much more, tokens built as a BEP-20 compatible token are easy to
adapt to any Ethereum decentralized application and Binance Smart
Chain offers. 

The BEP-20 standard manages the use of its tokens and ensures that
each is compliant with the underlying standard. By being built on a
blockchain that runs parallel to Binance Chain, every token user
accesses cheap transaction fees and fast network process. 

$HIGH will function according to the standards of BEP20 tokens.
Token holders can trade it against other BEP-20 tokens or peg it to

other tokens from different blockchains. 

ABOUT THE
TOKEN

B E P - 2 0  T O K E N  S T A N D A R D

REALLYGREATS ITE .COM



TOKEN
UT IL I T I ES



T   KEN
DEFLAT IONARY

TOKEN UTILITIES $HIGH

The $HIGH token will be a hyper deflationary token as buybacks and burns
will be carried out in order to reduce the circulating supply of the token.

This will ensure that there is a constant deflationary pressure on the token
allowing holders to benefit in terms of capital gains in the longer run. 

 
10% of the profit of the HIGH entity generated from the multiple

operations will be used to buy back and burn $HIGH. 



TOKEN UTILITIES $HIGH

S T A K E  $ H I G H  T O
E A R N  $ H I G H

$HIGH holders will be able to stake their $HIGH token in order to
earn $HIGH. The cannabis farm locked staking programme will
allow holders to support the building of the cannabis supply chain
by entering a 12 months long locked staking programme yielding a
12% APY . 

This will allow holders to earn passive income while supporting the
building of the cannabis supply chain. Holders will also be able to
stake their $HIGH token to yield discount vouchers usable on the
e-commerce platform.



TOKEN UTILITIES $HIGH

The $HIGH project will be launching its own NFT collection whereby
holders of Cannabis NFTs will be able to benefit from exclusive benefits
and perks. The purpose of the Cannabis NFTs would be to raise funds to
operate the cannabis farms. Cannabis NFTs will be revenue bearing with
staking capabilities. 

Holders of the NFTs will earn up to 35% APY on their holding paid in
$HIGH.  

Cannabis farming is a lucrative industry with multiple investors flying into
Thailand to secure a piece of the market.The HIGH team is able to
cultivate cannabis at a very low cost due to its multiple partnerships. 

The Herbidus Labs will also launch the Herbidus Medical and Wellness
Center Franchise NFTs whereby holders of those NFTs will qualify to
become distributors of the brand on the Labs. The platform will leverage
the use of proof of contracts to achieve this.

C A N N A B I S  F A R MI N G
N F T S



TOKEN UTILITIES $HIGH

CANNAB IS  FARMING
NFTS
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H E R B I D U S  WE L L N E S S
C E N T E R  N F T S

The HIGH ecosystem will have another NFT collection allowing
investors to invest in the Herbidus Medical and Wellness Center
franchise. The Herbidus Medical and Wellness Center franchise
will be responsible for licensing individuals and giving them the
rights to sell as a Herbidus Wellness Dispensary Franchisee. Other
than selling cannabis products, franchisees will also be able to
provide telemedicine wellness services under the guidance of the
licensed doctors of the Herbidus Medical and Wellness Center. 

A fee of $28 000 will be levied on entities which are franchisees
of the Herbidus Wellness Dispensary. Holders of the Herbidus
Wellness Dispensary NFTs will be yielding a 25% APY when they
stake their NFTs. These NFTs are extremely lucrative due to the
low fixed costs of operations of the centers.

W E L L N E S S
F R A N C H I S E

N F T S

H E R B I D U S
M E D I C A L  A N D

W E L L N E S S
C E N T E R  

C U S T O M E R S

H E R B I D U S
M E D I C A L  A N D

W E L L N E S S
C E N T E R  

 F R A N C H I S E E S
25%
APY

INVESTMENT

PRODUCTS

EXPERTISE

LICENSE

WELLNESS
FRANCHISE



TOKEN UTILITIES $HIGH

H E A LTH  C O N C IE R G E
N F T S

Through the telemedicine services,
holders will be able to undergo their
cannabis treatment without leaving
their place. The NFTs will be made
available at primary sale for USDT
1400. 

Holders of the Health Concierge NFTs
will benefit from a 15%-20% discount on
the services of the Herbidus Medical
and Wellness Center. 

The Health Concierge NFT collection
allows its holders to become members of
the Cannabis Health Concierge society.
While the society helps in educating
members on the benefits of cannabis in
terms of aiding with weight loss, a
catalyst for anti aging, treatment for
cancer and thyroid-related diseases and
boosting the sex performance amongst
others; the society will also provide free
access to telemedicine services to its
holders under the guidance of Dr. Erik
Fleischman. 

Dr. Erik Fleischman. 
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The $HIGH token will also have DAO capabilities whereby
holders of the token will be able to influence the direction of
the project. 

Each $HIGH will have voting powers and holders will be able
to exercise their voting power on the platform. Holders will be
able to exercise their voting rights in order to make decisions
pertaining to buybacks and burns, platform features, reward
pools, and many more. 

The team will constantly create pools in which holders will
use their $HIGH to vote on the decisions to take. 

$ H I G H  D A O



TOKEN UTILITIES $HIGH

H I G H  T O
E A R N

The high to earn mechanism will allow users of the Herbidus Labs to earn
while shopping on the e-commerce platform. As users make their purchases in
USDT, ETH or BNB, they will be able to claim $HIGH rewards. $HIGH
rewards can be used by the holders to claim coupons and benefit from
discounts from multiple merchants. As more $HIGH are accumulated, users
will be able to acquire cannabis based products at a lower price. 

R E D E E M
C O U P O N S

The $HIGH token will allow holders to redeem coupons on the Herbidus Labs.
Coupons once redeemed are burnt and cannot be reused. These coupons will
provide customers with discounts and additional perks. These benefits will vary
from merchants. Holders will also be able to redeem coupons to exclusive rap
concerts and other events happening around the world.

P R O MO T E  T O
E A R N

The Promote to Earn mechanism will allow users to earn by simply
completing daily activities on the platform. These involve resharing news
about the platform, tagging the Herbidus Labs on social media and
performing other tasks included in the daily list of tasks. As these tasks are
completed, users will be able to claim $HIGH which can then either be traded
or redeemed for coupons.



TOKENOMICS
Total supply : 

1,000,000,000 $HIGH

TOKEN DISTRIBUTION



TOKENOMICS
TOKEN
D I S TR I BUTUT ION

FOUNDERS

DEVELOPMENT TEAM

ADVISORS

10 %

5 %

5%

10% of the total supply of the token will be held by the founding
team. 10% of the founder's team’s holding will have a 1 year cliff
period, followed by a linear unlock over 2 years.

5% of the total supply of the token will be held by the development
team. 10% of the development team’s holding will have a 1 year
cliff period, followed by a linear unlock over 2 years.

Advisors will hold 5% of the total supply of $HIGH. They will also
adhere to the 1 year lock and vesting period with linear unlock over
a year. 10% of the holding will have a 1 year cliff, followed by a
linear unlock over 2 years.

MARKETING & AIRDROP17%

17% of the total supply $HIGH will be held for marketing purposes.
These will be used for influencer marketing and airdrop events. 10% of
the holding will have a 1 year cliff, followed by a linear unlock over 5
years.

INITIAL MARKETING4%

4% of the total supply will be used for the initial marketing of the
project.

COMMUNITY BENEFITS20 %
20% of the total supply of $HIGH will be reserved for community
benefits and staking rewards. These will be locked for a period of 2
months.



TOKENOMICS

6 %
6% of the total supply of $HIGH will be reserved for token
private sale round 3. Tokens will be sold at $0.20 each. 50% of
the private sale round 3 tokens will have a 1 year cliff period,
with linear unlock over a period of 3 years for the remaining
amount from the private sale round 3.

PRIVATE SALE 3

PRIVATE SALE 110%

7.5 %

5 %

10% of the total supply of $HIGH will be reserved for the private sale
1 of the project. 50% of the private sale one’s holding will have a 1
year cliff period, followed by a linear unlock over 3 years. Token will
be sold at a price of $0.08 each.

7.5% of the total supply of $HIGH will be reserved for token private
sale round 2. Tokens will be sold at $0.10 each. 50% of the private
sale round 2 tokens will have a 1 year cliff period, with linear unlock
over a period of 3 years for the remaining amount from the private
sale round 2.

5% of the total supply of $HIGH will be reserved for sale to the
public. Tokens will be sold at $0.50 each. 50% of the public sale
tokens will have a 1 year cliff period, with linear unlocking over a
period of 3 years for the remaining amount from the public sale.

CEX LISTING10 %

10% of the total supply of $HIGH will be reserved for listing on
multiple centralized exchanges.

PUBLIC SALE

PRIVATE SALE 2

TOKEN
D I S TR I BUTUT ION

LIQUIDITY0.5 %

0.5% of the total supply will be used to provide for liquidity with an
initial starting decentralized exchange price of $0.50. 



The initial circulating supply of the token will be less
than 30 million tokens with an initial market cap of
$4,500,000 providing the scope for major capital

appreciation. 

A maximum buy value of 700,000 $HIGH will be set
up.

TOKEN
DISTRIBUTION



TRANSACTION FEES
BREAKDOWN

There will initially be a 0%
transaction fee on the trade of

$HIGH. 
 

However, over the lifetime of the
project a maximum fee of 5%

can be levied on transactions. If
so, the breakdown will be as

follows:
 

Liquidity: 5% of every buy and
sell side transactions will

automatically be used to provide
for liquidity for $HIGH



FINANCIAL

MODELS



The ecosystem will thrive on the strong links that
exist between the multiple parties involved to
generate positive rewards for its investors. 

The ecosystem will be generating a 35% APY for its
cannabis NFT holders and a 25% APY for its
franchise NFT holders. 

With the overall uptrend in the CAGR of the
cannabis industry and the size of the cryptocurrency
industry, positive rewards are expected for holders.

F INANC IAL  MODELS



F INANC IAL  MODELS

Cannabis farming is expected to yield an initial net profit of
5,200,000 USDT for the first year based on the harvest from
5 farms in 2023.

Production is expected to increase by setting up 5 new farms
every year. 5 new farms will be set up in 2023 with an
expected total of 20 farms by 2027

As production grows, the return is expected to grow linearly
as more equipment are acquired. 

U
S

D

YEAR



F INANC IAL  MODELS

The return for the Herbidus Medical and Wellness Center franchise
is expected to grow linearly throughout the period 2022 to 2026 as
the cannabis market booms in south east Asia and around the
world. The ecosystem has as target to set up 20 Medical and
Wellness Centers in 2023 and to scale it up by 20 more such
centers every year with an expected total of 100 Medical and
Wellness Centers by 2027.

The revenue will be generated through the operations of the
franchise and the provision of telemedicine services through the
health concierge.

U
S

D

YEAR



PARTNERSHIPS

Adam Schoenfeld is the Co-Founder, Chief Strategy Officer & Director at
Greenlane Inc.

Greenlane is the leading global platform for the development and distribution
of premium cannabis accessories and lifestyle products. The company operates
as a powerful house of brands, third-party brand accelerator, and omni-channel
distribution platform. Greenlane serves the global markets with an expansive
customer base of more than 7,000 retail locations, including licensed cannabis
businesses, smoke shops, and specialty retailers. 

As a pioneer in the cannabis space, Greenlane is the partner of choice for many
of the industry's leading brands, including  VIBES™ rolling papers - a collection
of premium rolling papers which is cultivated and crafted in France. Cut and
kitted in the Dominican Republic, These custom-watermarked rolling papers are
made in accordance with the highest quality standards. Established to preserve
the purity and potency of your material, Vibes has created the ultimate
smoking experience for connoisseurs.

ADAM SCHOENFELD



PARTNERSHIPS

JOSH  SCHMIDT  

After successfully operating his medical cannabis dispensary for half a decade, Schmidt
transitioned into commercial cannabis production. Schmidt spent several years sourcing the
best cannabis genetics on earth. Josh Schmidt’s travels took him to India, Thailand, Nepal,
Morocco, Spain, Canada and Amsterdam where he built close relationships with leading
cannabis breeders. 

Josh is responsible for introducing some of the genetics he acquired over the years to the
California market via a 250k square feet cultivation space that he owned and operated. In the
process, Schmidt built a large and qualified team of expert growers and laborers. Mr. Schmidt
co-founded Pistil Point Cannabis, the largest indoor cannabis producer in the State of Oregon,
and currently sits on the board of Colcana which is one of the first entries into the medical
cannabis program in the South American nation of Colombia.

Recently Schmidt was appointed as the official Cannabis Advisor for the Elevated Estate
which works to bring together local, regional and international cannabis industries to
Thailand’s emerging cannabis market.

He has co-founded Dee-Thai Gummy, On a whim, Josh moved to Thailand to pursue his
lifelong passion: Thai Culture. From the cuisine to the culture, Josh engulfed himself in all that
makes Thailand one of the most remarkable places in the world. From the streets to the beats
to the fruits, Josh quickly realized he had to merge first passion with his new passion: cannabis
& Thailand. With the lush fruits & bustling markets guiding his vision, DEE Thai was born.





MANAGEMENT
TEAM

Duke Started Green
Therapeutics in Las Vegas,
NV from 2015 as CEO. He
constructed and operated
multiple premiere
manufacturing, cultivation,
and retail facilities across
multiple states and countries.
He oversaw manufacturing
of over 5,000,000
compliant products. As the
creator of multi award
winning brands, he achieved
over 63% market penetration
in major markets - the
highest revenue per sq ft. in
manufacturing/cultivation in
Nevada.

DR DUKE FU - CEO

Andy started learning about
hemp and marijuana in 2017
in Colorado. From there, he
went to a lot of farms and
learned how to grow from
many growers and learned
what each of them did wrong
and right. He learned mostly
from his stay in Kentucky
where he helped grow 200
acres of cannabis.. In 2018, he
invested in Las Vegas and
created a 20,000 sq ft
greenhouse to grow
marijuana. He helped operate
the first outdoor marijuana
farms in Nevada and
harvested over 8000 lbs of
marijuana. The hemp grown
by Andy was able to get one
of the highest CBD content of
18% with lowest THC content
of 0.3% and won a medal for
the best hemp flower at a
hemp expo.

ANDY ZHANG - MASTER
GROWER

Dr. Erik Fleischman has been
a licensed California
physician since 1988. After a
brief period of training in
General Surgery he
completed residency training
in Oncology in Southern
California and Oncology
fellowship training in
Rotterdam, The Netherlands.
Dr. Erik Fleischman is
currently the International
Medical Director of
Bumrungrad International
Hospital in Bangkok,
Thailand.

DR. ERIK FLEISCHMAN -
HEAD OF HEALTH CONCIERGE

https://www.linkedin.com/in/duke-fu-404782161
https://www.linkedin.com/in/duke-fu-404782161
https://www.linkedin.com/in/duke-fu-404782161
https://www.linkedin.com/in/duke-fu-404782161


MANAGEMENT
TEAM

After successfully operating
his medical cannabis
dispensary for half a decade,
Schmidt transitioned into
commercial cannabis
production. Schmidt spent
several years sourcing the best
cannabis genetics on earth.
Josh Schmidt’s travels took
him to India, Thailand, Nepal,
Morocco, Spain, Canada and
Amsterdam where he built
close relationships with leading
cannabis breeders. Josh is
responsible for introducing
some of the genetics he
acquired over the years to the
California market via a 250k
square feet cultivation space
that he owned and operated.
In the process, Schmidt built a
large and qualified team of
expert growers and laborers.

JOSH SCHMIDT - ADVISOR

Adam Schoenfeld is the Co-
Founder, Chief Strategy
Officer & Director at
Greenlane Inc. Greenlane is
the leading global platform for
the development and
distribution of premium
cannabis accessories and
lifestyle products. The
company operates as a
powerful house of brands,
third-party brand accelerator,
and omni-channel distribution
platform. Greenlane serves the
global markets with an
expansive customer base of
more than 7,000 retail
locations, including licensed
cannabis businesses, smoke
shops, and specialty retailers.

ADAM SCHOENFELD -
ADVISOR

https://www.linkedin.com/in/duke-fu-404782161
https://www.linkedin.com/in/duke-fu-404782161


PROJECT

ROADMAP



Whitepaper development

Website Development

Presale whitelisting

PHASE  1

Token Presales

Onboarding of distributors of HIGH brand

Onboarding of Herbidus Labs platform Vendors

Launch on Pancakeswap

Marketing campaign

CMC and Coingecko listing

Major $HIGH buyback and burn

Launch of 5 Cannabis Farms 

Herbidus Labs platform platform development begins

Acquisition of 5 farming lands for 2023



Token Audit

Top 50 CEX Listing

Herbidus Labs platform platform beta version launch

PHASE  2

Herbidus Labs platform platform full launch

Distribution of cannabis seeds through Contract Farming Programme

Onboarding of Herbidus Labs platform Vendors

Onboarding of franchisees

Monthly harvests of cannabis

Launch of staking capabilities

Major $HIGH buyback and burn

Launch of Herbidus Medical and Wellness Centers



Top 25 CEX Listing

Design and conceptualisation of NFTs

Whitelisting for NFTs begin

PHASE  3

Launch of $HIGH DAO capabilities

Major $HIGH buyback and burn



Primary sale of NFTs

Launch of NFTs staking capabilities

Top 10 CEX listing

PHASE  4

On-boarding of Cannabis related projects through $HIGH DAO

Major $HIGH buyback and burn


